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UNIFIED ROUTING SCHEME FOR AD-HOC 
INTERNETWORKING 

0001. This application is a divisional of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/221,228, filed Dec. 23, 1998. 

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT LICENSE 
RIGHTS 

0002 The United States Government has a paid-up 
license in portions of this invention and the right in limited 
circumstances to require the patent owner to license others 
on reasonable terms as provided for by the terms of Contract 
No.: DAAHO1-97-C-R124, awarded by the U.S. Army Mis 
Sile Command. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0003. The present invention relates to routing protocols 
in networks and, more particularly, to routing protocols for 
ad-hoc networks, in which both routers and hosts may be 
mobile, and in which routers may be connected to both hosts 
and networks. 

BACKGROUND 

0004 Packet-radio technology has the potential of 
becoming a major component of the global information 
infrastructure, at least in part because it requires no wiring 
and need not require third-party Service providers or the 
configuration of forwarding tables. However, the routing 
approaches that have been proposed or implemented to date 
for the Internet or ad-hoc networks (i.e., those networks 
which do not have a preconceived topology) do not allow for 
non-technical users to install and operate Such networks (or 
any multi-hop packet-radio networks) as seamless exten 
Sions of the Internet. 

0005. In traditional Internet routing approaches, bridges 
or routers are used to forward data packets using media 
access control (MAC)- or network-level addresses, respec 
tively. Performing routing at the link level using transparent 
bridges has the advantage that limited configuration is 
required for the bridges and hosts used in the internetwork; 
furthermore, the frames forwarded by bridges can encapsu 
late any type of network-level protocol (e.g., Internet pro 
tocol (IP) and Internet packet exchange (IPX)). The disad 
Vantage of using transparent bridges for network 
interconnection is that both data and control packets 
(frames) are sent over a spanning tree to avoid looping of 
packets, which means that data packets are Sent over paths 
longer than the shortest paths and the available bandwidth is 
underutilized. Furthermore, in an ad-hoc network, maintain 
ing a spanning tree may incur excessive overhead depending 
on mobility. On the other hand, performing routing at the 
network level facilitates aggregation of routing updates, and 
permits data packets to be sent over the Shortest paths using 
the available links efficiently. The disadvantages of this 
approach are that routers have to be configured with appro 
priate addressing information before they can Start forward 
ing packets, network-level addresses have to be carefully 
allocated, and the router must understand which network 
level protocol is being routed (e.g., IP or IPX). 
0006 All routing protocols proposed and implemented to 
date for either ad-hoc networks or the Internet fall into two 
major categories: table-driven and on-demand routing pro 
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tocols. In a table-driven routing protocol, a router maintains 
a routing-table entry for each destination in the network and 
runs a routing-table update algorithm to maintain up-to-date 
entries. Table-driven routing protocols have been proposed 
based on topology broadcast or the dissemination of vectors 
of distances. In an on-demand routing protocol, a router 
maintains routing-table entries for only those destinations 
with which it needs to communicate. A typical on-demand 
routing protocol requires a router to use a flood Search 
method to determine the shortest paths to destinations which 
it does not currently have a routing-table entry. 

0007 Each type of protocol has its advantages and dis 
advantages. For example, a table-driven routing protocol 
Supports datagram traffic very efficiently and can detect 
network partitions very quickly; however, each router must 
eXchange routing information for all the destinations in the 
network or internetwork, which may be taxing on the battery 
life of tetherleSS wireless routers. By contrast, an on-demand 
routing protocol does not require routers to Send updates 
regarding those destinations with which they do not com 
municate; however, routers need to Search for an unknown 
destination before they are able to forward data to it. 
Consequently, on-demand routing approaches are typically 
not well Suited for datagram traffic. On-demand routing also 
incurs much more control traffic than table-driven routing 
protocols when the network or internetwork becomes par 
titioned or routerS fail, due to the resulting repeated genera 
tion of flood Search packets, which only discover that the 
destinations are unreachable. 

0008 Routing in ad-hoc networks is typically accom 
plished by treating the entire ad-hoc network as an opaque 
Sub-network using a routing protocol within the Sub-network 
to forward data packets from one end of the Sub-network to 
the other. In Such methods, the ad-hoc network Simply looks 
like a link (or set of links) to the IP layer. Although this 
approach is appealing at first glance, it does not avoid any 
of the address assignment, router configuration, and man 
agement issues associated with Internet routing. Thus, what 
is needed is a new approach for routing within ad-hoc 
networks. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0009. In one embodiment, routing table update messages 
that include both network-level addresses and other (e.g., 
link-level, possibly MAC-level) addresses of nodes of a 
computer network are eXchanged among the nodes of the 
computer network. The update messages may exchanged in 
response to an indication that a new node has been added to 
the computer network or that one of the nodes has been 
dropped from the computer network (e.g., that communica 
tion with the node has been lost). Further, a routing table 
maintained by a first one of the nodes of the computer 
network may be updated in response to receiving one or 
more of the update messages. 
0010. The routing table is preferably updated by selecting 
a next node to a destination node of the computer network 
only if every intermediate node in a path from the next node 
to the destination node Satisfies a set of nodal conditions 
required by the first node for its path to the destination node 
and the next node offers the shortest distance to the desti 
nation node and to every intermediate node along the path 
from the next node to the destination node. The shortest 
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distance to the destination node may be determined accord 
ing to one or more link-state and/or node-state metrics 
regarding communication links and nodes along the path to 
the destination node. Also, the nodal characteristics of the 
nodes of the computer System may be exchanged between 
neighbor nodes, prior to updating the routing table. Preferred 
paths to one or more destination nodes may be computed 
according to these nodal characteristics, for example using 
a Dijkstra shortest-path algorithm. 

0.011 In Some cases, the exchange of routing table update 
messages may involve eXchanging node distance and node 
predecessor information among the nodes of the computer 
network. Such information may be included in the update 
messages and individual entries in each update message may 
be processed in order at a receiving node of the computer 
network. Transmitting nodes of the computer network pref 
erably order the individual entries in the update messages 
according to distances to destination nodes. Further, for each 
entry of one of the update messages, one of the receiving 
nodes may determine whether an implicit path to one of the 
destination nodes defined by the node distance and node 
predecessor information is free of loops. In yet further cases, 
a routing table entry for a destination node that was estab 
lished according to path information provided by a first 
neighbor node, at a first of the nodes of the computer 
network may be updated according to information included 
within at least one of the update messages received from a 
Second neighbor node. 

0012. In a further embodiment, routing tables for a com 
puter network may be updated by disseminating routing 
table update information regarding nodes of the computer 
network that are well known throughout the network. In 
Such cases, the update information includes both network 
level and link-level addresses for the well-known nodes. 
Moreover, further updating may be accomplished by trans 
mitting routing table update information regarding nodes 
that are not well known throughout the computer network in 
response to Search queries regarding Such nodes. In Some 
cases, the Search queries are flooded throughout the com 
puter network on a best-effort basis. New Search queries may 
be treated as network-level queries and retransmitted Search 
queries treated as host-level Search queries. 

0013 Upon receipt of one of the search queries, a first 
node of the computer network may search a query cache to 
determine whether it has already processed that Search 
query. In addition, the first node may determine whether that 
Search query is a host-level Search query or not. 

0.014. If the first node determines that the search query is 
a host-level query, the first node may respond to the Search 
query if it has not already done So and if it is able to provide 
path information to a destination Specified in the Search 
query. Alternatively, if the first node has not already 
responded to the Search query but does not have the path 
information to the destination, the first node may transmit a 
local request for the path information to local hosts associ 
ated with the first node. In those cases where the first node 
receives a local response to the local request, the first node 
transmits the path information from the local response in 
response to the Search query. Otherwise, the first node 
transmits the Search query to neighbor nodes of the com 
puter network if there are any. On the other hand, if the first 
node determines that the Search query is not a host-level 
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query, the first node either transmits a response to the Search 
query if the first node has path information to a destination 
Specified in the Search query or forwards the Search query to 
neighbor nodes of the computer network, if any. 
0015 The routing table update information regarding 
nodes that are not well known throughout the computer 
network may be provided as Search query response mes 
Sages by one or more nodes of the computer network having 
path information relating to the nodes that are the Subject of 
the Search queries. In Such cases, one of the nodes having the 
path information adds a path entry for itself to the path 
information before providing an associated Search query 
response message. The path entry includes a network-level 
and a link-level address of the node having the path infor 
mation and may further include a network-level and a 
link-level address of a node from which the node having the 
path information received the Search query. 
0016 Preferably, at least one of the nodes of the com 
puter network maintains a table of the Search queries it has 
transmitted. Such a table of Search queries may include an 
indication of whether a particular Search query is a network 
level Search query or a host-level Search query. 
0017 Note, however, that network-level search queries 
may be retransmitted as host-level Search queries within the 
computer network if no responses are received to network 
level Searches. 

0018. In yet another embodiment, a routing table in a 
computer network may be updated by Specifying a path from 
an origin of a Search query to a destination in the computer 
network that is the Subject of the Search query, the path 
including both network-level and link-level addresses of the 
destination. The path is relayed between nodes of the 
computer network, from a first node that produces the path 
to the origin of the Search query. However, any one node of 
the computer network relays the path only if it is included in 
the path between the origin of the Search request and the 
destination. Relaying nodes of the computer network that 
receive the path, may update respective routing tables to 
include the path but only retain the path in their routing 
tables if the path is associated with a node that is well known 
throughout the computer network. Otherwise, the path is 
removed from their respective routing tables after a Specified 
period of time. 
0019. Still another embodiment provides routing table 
having a network-level address of a destination node of a 
computer network and a link-level address of the destination 
node. The network-level address and link-level address are 
preferably included in a single entry of the routing table 
regarding the destination node. The network-level address is 
preferably an Internet protocol (IP) address, while the link 
level address is preferably a medium access control (MAC) 
address. 

0020. The single entry in the routing table may further 
include path information (e.g., distance and/or predecessor 
information) regarding the destination node. Such distance 
information may be based on link-state information and/or 
node-State information of a path within the computer net 
work. In Some cases, the path is a shortest path between the 
destination and a node that maintains the routing table. The 
predecessor information refers to a node of the computer 
network that is the Second-to-last hop from the node that 
maintains the routing table to the destination along the path. 
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0021 Generally, the routing table is maintained by a 
router, which may also have a distance table that is config 
ured to Store routing tree information received by the router 
from neighbor nodes of the computer network. The router 
may further have a message retransmission list that is 
configured to include information regarding routing table 
update messages transmitted by the router to the neighbor 
nodes. 

0022. Still additional embodiments provide various cost 
metrics for a computer network. Among these are measures 
of interference over time to neighbor nodes of a first node of 
the computer network per data bit transmitted on a commu 
nication link used by the first node. Such a metric may be 
estimated using the RF transmit power used by the first node 
for the communication link, the link data rate and the 
RF-path loSS on the communication link, which is deter 
mined by a neighbor node comparison of the RF transmit 
power to a received Signal Strength at the neighbor node. 

0023. Another cost metric may be a measure of node 
energy consumed per data bit for transmissions over a 
communication link within the computer network. Here, 
node energy is computed So as to account for all power not 
used by a node in a non-transmitting State. 
0024. A further cost metric may be a measure of the 
quality of a wireleSS communication link within the com 
puter network. Such a metric may find use in determining 
which links of the network to utilize. For example, one may 
examine local routing information maintained by a first node 
of a computer network to determine whether alternate paths 
exist to a neighbor node of the first node, using a sequence 
of one or more links other than a candidate link through the 
computer network and compute a link quality of the candi 
date link. Then, if no alternate path exists to the neighbor 
node, or the link quality of the candidate link exceeds a 
defined threshold value, the candidate link may be accepted. 
If one or more alternate paths do exist to the neighbor node, 
then by comparing link qualities of the linkS along each of 
the alternate paths with the link quality of the candidate link 
one may decide to accept the candidate link if the link 
quality of the candidate link compares favorably with the 
link qualities of the links on the alternate paths. 
0.025 Such a favorable comparison may be one wherein 
the link quality of the candidate link is equal to or better than 
a link quality of a worst one of the link qualities of the links 
on the alternate paths, or one wherein the link quality of the 
candidate link is equal to or better than a path quality 
function of the linkS along the alternate paths. For example, 
if the link quality of any link in the computer network is 
equal to the probability of Success for each packet transmit 
ted over that link. Then the path quality function of the links 
along the alternate paths comprises the products of the link 
qualities for each of the links on the alternate paths. 

0.026 Metrics for individual nodes of a computer network 
may also be used. For example, metrics, which are an 
indication of the type of power available to the node, the 
power State of the node, or an indication of whether the node 
is an anchor for the computer network. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0027. The present invention is illustrated by way of 
example, and not limitation, in the figures of the accompa 
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nying drawings in which like reference numerals refer to 
Similar elements and in which: 

0028 FIG. 1 illustrates an ad-hoc network that includes 
a number of Sub-networks and an interconnection to the 
Internet through a router maintained by an Internet Service 
Provider (ISP); 
0029 FIG. 2A illustrates another example of an ad-hoc 
network topology, including node IP-level and MAC-level 
addresses; 
0030 FIG.2B illustrates a routing tree communicated by 
one of the nodes of the ad-hoc network illustrated in FIG. 
2A in accordance with one embodiment of the present 
invention; 
0031 FIG. 3 illustrates an example of a routing table that 
may be maintained by an Internet Radio (IR) according to 
one embodiment of the present invention; 
0032 FIG. 4 illustrates an example of a distance table 
that may be maintained by an IR according to one embodi 
ment of the present invention; 
0033 FIG. 5 illustrates an example of a message retrans 
mission list that may be maintained by an IR according to 
one embodiment of the present invention; 
0034 FIG. 6 illustrates an example of a routing-table 
update message according to one embodiment of the present 
invention; 
0035 FIG. 7 illustrates an example of a search query 
according to one embodiment of the present invention; 
0036 FIG. 8 illustrates an example of a search query 
response according to one embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 
0037 FIG. 9 illustrates a network having a topology 
useful for understanding the routing table update mecha 
nisms found in an embodiment of the present invention; and 
0038 FIG. 10 illustrates an example of a query sent table 
maintained by a node of an ad-hoc network in accordance 
with one embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0039 Presented below is an Ad-hoc Internet Routing 
(AIR) protocol that provides a unified scheme for ad-hoc 
internetworking. Because Supporting traffic to and from the 
Internet is likely to be a key requirement of ad-hoc networks, 
the hosts and networks attached to the packet radioS with 
which the ad-hoc network is built (which will be referred to 
as Internet Radios or IRs) need Internet addresses. These 
Internet addresses are needed even if the IRS Support routing 
at the Sub-network level or link level within the ad-hoc 
network. ASSigning Internet addresses to IRS also provides 
benefits from the Standpoint of network management, 
because it enables the use of Standard and emerging network 
management products based on the simple network man 
agement protocol (SNMP). 
0040 AIR enables ad-hoc internets by supporting routing 
at the IPlayer rather than below it. Thus, AIR advances the 
State of the art in routing in ad-hoc networks in a number of 
ways. For example, AIR uses both medium-access control 
(MAC) addresses and Internet addresses while providing 
Shortest paths to known destinations. For Some embodi 
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ments, the shortest (or preferred) path calculations may be 
made on the basis of link-cost metricS and/or node-cost 
metrics. Further, AIR permits an IR to act as the proxy 
destination node for all the hosts attached to the IR, or to act 
as an intermediary between Senders and receivers of Address 
Resolution Protocol (ARP) requests. These address-map 
ping Services allow the hosts attached to the IRS to perceive 
the ad-hoc internet as a single broadcast LAN. Also, AIR 
updates routing-table entries using both Source- and desti 
nation-based routing-table update mechanisms. 

0041 AIR is discussed in greater detail below, with 
reference to certain illustrated embodiments. However, upon 
review of this specification, those of ordinary skill in the art 
will recognize that AIR may find application in a variety of 
Systems. Therefore, in the following description the illus 
trated embodiments should be regarded as exemplary only 
and should not be deemed to be limiting in Scope. 

0042. Overview of AIR Protocol 
0.043 AIR is well Suited for an ad-hoc internet that 
provides a seamless extension of the IP Internet to the 
ad-hoc wireless environment. In contrast to the IP Internet, 
mobility of hosts and routers, and changes to link- and/or 
node-costs are the rule, rather than the exception, in an 
ad-hoc internet. FIG. 1 illustrates aspects of an exemplary 
ad-hoc network that will assist in understanding the remain 
ing discussion. 
0044 Ad-hoc network 10 may be considered as a number 
of sub-networks 12a, 12b, 12c, which provide an extension 
of the Internet 14 through a number of IRs 16a-16i. Each IR 
16a-16i may be a packet radio with an assigned IP address. 
In general, the IRS 16a-16i operate over a single channel 
using spread spectrum wireleSS communication techniques 
common in the art. For example, the IRs 16a-16i may 
operate in one of the unregulated UHF frequency bands, 
thereby obviating the need for operating licenses. At each 
IRs 16a-16i, AIR may run on top of a User Datagram 
Protocol (UDP), similar to the Routing Information Protocol 
(RIP). As the figure illustrates, an IR is essentially a wireless 
IP router; with the exceptions that: AIR substitutes for 
traditional internet routing protocols like RIP or the open 
shortest path first (OSPF) protocol, the AIR routing protocol 
interacts through shared tables with the link-layer protocols 
in order to reduce control traffic needed to maintain routing 
tables, and the AIR channel acceSS protocols are designed 
for the broadcast radio links 24a-24i of ad-hoc network 10. 
0.045 Coupling of ad-hoc network 10 to the Internet 14 is 
achieved through a router 18, which may be operated by an 
Internet Service Provider (ISP). As shown, a single ISP may 
operate a LAN 20 to which multiple IRS are connected. In 
such a scheme, IRs 16a and 16b may act as “AirHeads”, 
providing gateway service to Internet 14 via router 18. Some 
IRs, e.g., IRS 16d and 16e of FIG. 1, may be associated with 
hosts, 22a, 22b and 22c that can be accessed by any Internet 
user through ad-hoc network 10. 
0.046 AIR is based on a routing-table updating approach 
as introduced in the Wireless Internet Routing Protocol 
(WIRP) described by J. J. Garcia-Luna-Aceves et al., “Wire 
less Internet gateways.” Proc. IEEE MILCOM 97, 
Monterey, Calif., Nov. 2-5, 1997, pp. 1271-76; and S. 
Murthy and J. J. Garcia-Luna-Aceves, “An Efficient Routing 
Protocol for Wireless Networks,” Proc. IEEE INFOCOM 
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97, Kobe, Japan, April 1997. However, AIR extends WIRP 
in a number of ways. First, AIR allows IRS to use both 
MAC-level (i.e., link level) and Internet (i.e., IP) addresses 
in the routing tables. Second, AIR uses both table-driven and 
on-demand mechanisms to update routing-table entries. 
Third, AIR Supports proxy ARP services to the hosts 
attached to IRS. Fourth, AIR uses both link metrics and node 
characteristics to compute paths to destinations. 
0047 Another difference between AIR and WIRP is that 
AIR uses the services provided by a dedicated neighbor 
management protocol, which maintains the Status of an IRS 
connectivity with its neighbors. In contrast, WIRP imple 
ments its own mechanisms to ascertain the connectivity of 
an IR with its neighbors. 
0048. Each IR communicates a hierarchical routing tree 
to its neighbors in an incremental fashion. The hierarchical 
routing tree reported by an IR consists of all the preferred 
paths by the IR to each network, IR, and host with which the 
IR needs to communicate or to which it needs to forward 
traffic according to requests received from neighbor IRS. An 
entire remote IP network is simply a node in the routing tree. 
FIG. 2A shows a simple network topology and FIG. 2B 
shows the routing tree that IR (or node) n3 notifies incre 
mentally to its neighbors. 
0049. The way in which an IR disseminates routing 
information about a given destination is determined by the 
value of a dissemination-type flag in the routing table. 
Changes to routing-table entries corresponding to IP net 
works or nodes where servers are located are typically 
disseminated throughout the ad-hoc internet, while changes 
to routing-table entries corresponding to individual IRS and 
hosts are disseminated on demand. FIG. 2B illustrates this 
point. Note that the routing tree notified by node n3 does not 
include node n0, because n0 is not a node that must be 
known throughout the ad-hoc internet and node n3 does not 
need to communicate with or forward data through no. It is 
also important to note that the addresses used to identify 
nodes in the ad-hoc internet are both IP addresses and 
MAC-level addresses. 

0050 IRS exchange their hierarchical routing trees incre 
mentally by communicating only the distance and Second 
to-last hop (predecessor) to each destination. In the case of 
destinations within or directly attached to an IR's own IP 
network, the Second-to-last hop consists of an IR (i.e., a 
host-level IPAddress). In the case of a remote IP network 
known to the IR and not directly attached to the IR's own IP 
network, the predecessor consists of another IP network. 
Hence, internet routing in AIR does not require an IR to Store 
more routing-table entries than an Internet routing protocol 
like RIPv2 would, for example. An IR communicates 
updates to its routing tree by means of routing-table updates 
Sent as a result of connectivity changes, periodically, or in 
response to on-demand Search queries. AIR permits IRS to 
Search for paths to known IP addresses obtained through a 
name Server, or to Search for the actual location of an IP host 
that moves from one IR to another and remains quiet. 
Connectivity changes are communicated to AIR by the 
neighbor protocol implemented in the IR. 
0051 Routing information is exchanged among neigh 
boring IRS by means of update messages, Search queries, 
and replies to Such queries. Update messages are used to 
update routing-table entries that must be known by all IRS in 
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the ad-hoc internet. Search queries are used to update 
routing-table entries on a demand basis. 

0.052 From the standpoint of host-level involvement, it is 
not efficient to require that all hosts in a large ad-hoc internet 
receive an ARP request whenever any given host Sends Such 
a request. Although IRS permit hosts to operate as if they 
were attached to a common LAN, IRS have much more 
routing information than do traditional transparent bridges. 
In particular, they know about both MAC and IP-level 
addresses of destinations. Accordingly, as long as IRS know 
which hosts are currently attached to them, they need not ask 
hosts to answer ARP requests, because the IRS attached to 
the destination hosts can answer for them. In Some cases 
hosts that are already configured may relocate and remain 
Silent after moving from one IR to another. In Such cases, 
there may be no IR that can provide the correct mapping of 
IP to MAC address and the ARP request may have to be 
answered by the hosts themselves. 
0053. Two classes of search queries may be defined in 
AIR: IR-level searches and host-level searches. In an IR 
level Search, an IR receiving the query processes the query 
without forwarding any request to its attached hosts, if it has 
any. In a host-level Search, an IR receiving the query 
processes the query as in the case of an IR-level Search and 
also sends an ARP request to its attached hosts. IR-level 
Searches are likely to Suffice most of the time, because IRS 
know their attached hosts as soon as the hosts send ARP 
requests to the associated IRS. Accordingly, IRS may attempt 
IR-level Searches before attempting host-level Searches. 
0.054 AIR can be functionally divided into three main 
components: the proxy and indirect ARP mechanisms, the 
routing-table update algorithm, and the reliable exchange of 
updates. Each of these functional components is addressed 
in the following Sections. 

0055 II. Information Maintained in AIR 
0056. For the purposes of routing, each IR maintains a 
routing table, a distance table, and a message retransmission 
list. As shown in FIG. 3, the entry for a destination j in IR 
is routing table includes the destination's IP address, its 
MAC address, or both, the distance to the destination (Dij), 
the Successor (Si), and the predecessor (Pi) along the 
preferred path (e.g., the shortest path) to the destination. The 
predecessor to a destination is the Second-to-last hop along 
the preferred path. 

0057 The routing table also maintains two markers used 
to update the routing-table entries, a path traversal tag and 
a dissemination-type flag. The path-traversal tag for a des 
tination Specifies whether the entry corresponds to a simple 
path (tag=correct), a loop (tag=error) or a destination that 
has not been marked (tag=null). This tag is used to reduce 
the number of routing table entries that need to be processed 
after each input event impacting the routing table. Also for 
destinationi, the dissemination-type flag determines how the 
IR maintains the entry and how it disseminates updates to 
the entry. If the value of the flag is set (e.g., to one), the 
destination is well known in the ad-hoc internet. In Such 
cases, the IR recognizes that it must keep an entry for the 
destination at all times, and that it must report changes to the 
distance or predecessor to the destination. If the value of the 
dissemination-type flag is not set (i.e., is Zero), the IR does 
not report changes to the distance or predecessor informa 
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tion for that destination in update messages to its neighbors; 
rather, the IR keeps the entry for a finite amount of time 
given by an age field that is managed locally. 
0058. The routing table of a given IR contains an entry 
for a Subset of all the destinations in the ad-hoc internet. The 
IR maintains routing-table entries for only those destinations 
with which it has to communicate or to which it has to relay 
information. 

0059) As illustrated in FIG. 4, the distance table of an IR 
maintains the routing-tree information reported by each of 
its neighbor IRS. Each entry reported by a neighbor IR in an 
update message or a Search query consists of a set of 
addresses for the destination (typically a MAC address, an 
IP address, or both), the distance to the destination, and the 
predecessor in the path to the destination. More generally, 
the Set of addresses may include a network-level address and 
another address, for example a link-level address (e.g., 
addresses defined by the IEEE 802 family of standards for 
computer networks) or a Sub-network address, where appro 
priate. 
0060 An underlying neighbor protocol may be used to 
update the routing table indicating changes in connectivity 
with neighbors. When the neighbor protocol detects a new 
neighbor or loss of connectivity with a neighbor, it updates 
an entry for the IR or host in the routing table and notifies 
AIR of the need to update the distance table and predecessor 
information in the routing table. The neighbor protocol may 
also provide an IR with information about the cost of a link 
with a neighbor IR in both directions. 
0061 As illustrated in FIG. 5, a Message Retransmission 
List (MRL) may be used to specify one or more retransmis 
Sion entries. For example, a given MRL entry may specify: 
the update message that is being Sent to neighbor IRS, a 
retransmission counter that is decremented every time the IR 
retransmits the same update message (in one embodiment, 
each update message may be sent a maximum number of 
times, for example four times), and an ACK-required flag for 
each neighbor IR specifying whether or not the neighbor has 
acknowledged the update message. An IR uses the MRL to 
ensure that updates are Sent reliably to its neighbors. 
0062) 
0063 A routing-table update message generally includes 
the identifier of the sending IR (typically its IP address), a 
Sequence number assigned by the Sending IR, and an update 
list of one or more entries. The update message may be 
formatted as a packet as shown in FIG. 6. Appropriate 
header and/or trailer information may be included for 
addressing and/or error correction purposes, etc. 

III. Information Exchanged in AIR 

0064. An update entry specifies whether the entry is an 
update to the routing table of the Sending IR or an acknowl 
edgment (ACK) to an update message. An update entry 
preferably Specifies at least one address for a destination, a 
predecessor for the destination, and a dissemination-type 
flag that indicates the way in which the receiving IR should 
notify its own neighbors about changes in its distance or 
predecessor to that destination. An ACK entry should 
Specify the Sequence number and the Source of the update 
message being acknowledged. The dissemination flag of an 
update entry is usually Set, because an IR need only Send 
update messages to its neighbor IRS concerning those des 
tinations that must be widely known in the ad-hoc network. 
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0065. As shown in FIG. 7, a search query generally 
specifies the MAC and IP address of the sending IR, a 
Sequence number, and the forward path traversed by the 
query from its originating IR to the IR forwarding the query. 
This forward path may be specified using entries that are the 
Same as the update entries in update messages. The dissemi 
nation-type flag of a forward-path entry may or may not be 
Set, depending on whether the intermediate hop corresponds 
to an IR or network that must be known by other IRS or not. 

0.066 As illustrated in FIG. 8, a response to a search 
query may specify the MAC and IP address of the sending 
IR, the Sequence number of the query being answered, and 
the complete path from the IR that originated the query to 
the destination. Note that the IR responding to a query has 
to notify a complete path to a destination only if it includes 
intermediate hops that are not known throughout the ad-hoc 
internet. However, in one embodiment of AIR, complete 
paths are used in order to Simplify the protocol. Each hop in 
the path Specified in a response to a Search query is Specified 
in terms of the address(es) of the intermediate hop(s), the 
predecessor and distance to the hop(S), and the dissemina 
tion-type flag for the hop(s) (which may be set or not). The 
distance and predecessor information for each hop Specified 
in the response may be obtained directly from the respond 
ing IRS routing table. 

0067 Because update messages are used to update rout 
ing information for well-known destinations, update entries 
always correspond to destinations that are known throughout 
the ad-hoc internet. In contrast, the entries of a reply to a 
Search query may correspond to either well-known destina 
tions or destinations that IRS receiving the reply need not 
mention to their neighbor IRS, except the neighbor that 
requested the information. In one embodiment of AIR, 
dissemination-type flags are included in update entries. 
Further, an IR may order the routing information it sends in 
update messages, Search queries, or replies to Such queries 
based on its distance to the destination. IV. Proxy ARP and 
Indirect ARP Mechanisms 

0068. Returning now to FIG. 1, it should be noted that 
AIR allows hosts, e.g., 22a, 22b and 22c, in the ad-hoc 
network 10 to operate as if they were all attached to a 
common local-area network (LAN). For example, hosts 22a 
and 22b attached to IR 16d through a LAN or a serial (or 
other) interface 26, view IR 16d as the destination, unless the 
destination is attached to the same LAN 26 or the hosts 22a 
and 22b are configured with the MAC address of destina 
tions (i.e., as if they were physically attached to LAN 26). 
IR 16d is then capable of determining the correct paths to the 
true destinations (specified in terms of IP or MAC addresses) 
by means of the routing-table update mechanisms described 
below. 

0069. For a host to communicate with another host using 
end-to-end protocols running on top of the Internet Protocol 
(IP), the source host must first obtain the Internet address (IP 
address) of the destination host. This is accomplished by 
means of a directory Service (e.g., the Domain Name System 
or DNS), which maps domain names to IP addresses. If the 
Source and destination hosts share a common LAN, the 
Source host needs also to find the MAC address of the 
destination host. The MAC addresses serve as the name of 
the hosts inside a LAN and permit the network interfaces 
with which hosts attach to the LAN to provide a host with 
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only those packets addressed to it. For example, in Ethernet 
LANs the mapping of a destination's IP address to its MAC 
address is supported by the ARP. 
0070 Because an ad-hoc internet typically has multiple 
hops, when an attached Source host (e.g., host 22a in FIG. 
1) Sends an ARP request for a destination host (e.g., host 
22c) that is not directly attached to a common IR, the IR 
(e.g., 16d) connected to the Source host acts like a destina 
tion and answers the ARP request. That is, it provides a 
proxy ARP service to all the hosts attached to it through a 
LAN or serial (or other) interface (e.g., LAN 26). The IR 
(e.g., 16d) then finds the shortest (e.g., as measured by an 
appropriate metric or set of metrics) path to the destination 
host (e.g., 22c) in collaboration with other IRS (e.g., IR 16e 
in this example) using the routing-table updating mecha 
nisms, which are completely transparent to its attached 
hosts. Accordingly, an IR Serves as the default router for all 
the hosts that attach to it through a common LAN or Serial 
interface. 

0071. The mechanisms used by an IR to learn the MAC 
address of a destination are described within the context of 
routing-table updating. The IR responds to an ARP request 
from a host as Soon as it obtains the next hop to the intended 
destination. The Steps taken by an IR to obtain a path to a 
destination are transparent to the host Sending an ARP 
request, because the allowed delayS in getting an ARP 
response are typically longer than the time it takes to obtain 
a path to an intended destination if it can be reached in an 
ad-hoc internet. 

0072 An IR also provides what may be defined as 
indirect ARP Service to its attached hosts. This service 
consists of forwarding an ARP request from an attached host 
towards the MAC address specified by the host. To illustrate, 
consider that, in Some cases, hosts attached to an IR through 
a LAN may be configured with a default router other than 
the IR(s) directly attached to the LAN. This may occur after 
a host is relocated or IRS are used to bridge two or more 
Segments of a LAN. To permit a configured host to continue 
operating when its default router is not the IR(S) attached to 
the host's LAN segment, an IR is able to listen to frames 
(packets) sent to MAC addresses other than its own. If the 
IR has a routing-table entry for the MAC address, it can 
forward the packet accordingly. If the IR does not have a 
routing table entry for the MAC address, and the node with 
Such an address has not been heard in the attached LAN, the 
IR may send a Search query in order to find a path to the 
intended MAC address. 

0073. V. Routing-Table Updating 
0074 Routing-table updates are important because they 
Serve as the means by which routers (which generally use 
"path finding algorithms to determine preferred paths 
typically shortest paths) ensure that they are using truly 
preferred paths to destinations. To illustrate, consider the 
network topology shown in FIG. 9. In traditional 
approaches, a router i Sets its next node t6 destination j to 
equal neighbork only if the distances to j, and to every node 
in the path from k to j, through node k constitute the Smallest 
distances for Such destination j and for Such intermediate 
nodes (e.g., p) in the path from k to j known at i among all 
the neighbors of node i. For AIR, however, a router i selects 
its next node to a destination to equal neighbork only if the 
following conditions are Satisfied: 
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0075) Every intermediate node in the path from k to 
j, reported incrementally by k to i and Stored at i, 
Satisfy the nodal condition required by i for its path 
to j, and 

0076 For all of router is neighbors, neighbor k 
offers the Smallest distance to j and to every inter 
mediate node along the path from k to j, which is 
reported incrementally by k to i and Stored at i. 

0077. Furthermore, AIR extends the methodologies used 
in prior Schemes for link-state routing. In Such Schemes, a 
router i may communicate to its neighbors the characteristics 
of the links (e.g., 30a and 30b) to each of its neighbors. A 
router that receives a link-state update from a neighbor may 
then propagate the update to its own neighbors (e.g., if the 
link-state update is more recent than the information main 
tained at the node) in one of two ways. The router may 
forward the update to all its neighbors other than the one 
Sending the update, or the router may forward the update to 
all its neighbors if the link in the update is used by router i 
to reach at least one destination. A router then computes its 
preferred paths to destinations based on the updated infor 
mation by running a shortest-path algorithm. 

0078. In AIR, however, in addition to the link-state 
updates, a router i communicates to its neighbors its own 
nodal characteristics (i.e., the node-state metrics of node i). 
A router that receives a node-state update from a neighbor 
propagates the update to its neighbors if the node-State 
update is more recent than the information maintained at the 
node. Routers then compute preferred paths to destinations 
running a shortest-path algorithm (e.g., Dijsktra's or Bell 
man-Ford's algorithm) modified to eliminate from the com 
putation those nodes that do not Satisfy router is required 
value of nodal characteristics. The Shortest-path algorithm 
may be implemented in a distributed manner over a hierar 
chical graph representing the connectivity of IRS (i.e., the 
nodes of the ad-hoc internet) and the IP networks they 
connect. Examples of nodal characteristics (or metrics) that 
may be communicated among nodes (and, hence used in 
Shortest path computations) are presented below. 

0079. To expand on the above discussion then, an IR 
updates its routing table based on AIR control messages 
received from other IRS or messages Sent by the neighbor 
protocol. The control messages that can cause an IR to 
modify its routing table are update messages or Search 
queries from other IRS. AS previously Stated, the routing 
information contained in both update entries and query 
entries generally include the address (MAC address, IP 
address, or both), and the distance and predecessor to the 
destination along a preferred path. Because every IR reports 
to its neighbors the Second-to-last hop in the Shortest path to 
the destination, the complete path to any destination (called 
the implicit path to the destination) is known by the IR's 
neighbors, whether the destination is well-known in the 
ad-hoc internet or not. 

0080 When an IR receives an update message from a 
neighbor, it processes each update entry and ACK entry in 
order. Similarly, when an IR receives a reply to a Search 
query, it processes each hop of the reported path one at a 
time and in the order in which the Sender Specifies them. 
Because IRS Send routing information ordered according to 
their distances to destinations, it follows that an IR can 
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Safely execute the following path-traversal mechanism to 
determine if using a neighbor IR to reach a destination 
would result in a loop. 
0081 VI. Processing Update Messages 
0082) When an IR processes an update message from one 
of its neighbors, it processes each update entry reported by 
its neighbor IR in the order in which it was sent in its 
neighbor's update message. For each update entry in the 
message, the IR checks whether the implicit path reported by 
a neighbor IR to a given destination is free of loops, and 
checks the consistency of predecessor information reported 
by all its neighbors. 
0083. When an IR processes an update or reply entry 
reported by neighbor k regarding destination j, the IR 
updates the path information from neighbor k that it main 
tains in its distance table with the new path information 
reported by the neighbor. In addition, the IR determines if 
the path reported by any other neighbor n to the same 
destination includes neighbor k. If that is the case, then the 
IR substitutes the old path information reported by neighbor 
in regarding the Subpath from k to destination with the path 
information reported by neighbor k regarding its path to 
destination j. 
0084. As discussed above, to ensure that the implicit 
paths stored in an IR's routing table are loop free, the IR 
chooses a neighbor n as its Successor (next hop) towards a 
destination if, and only if, (1) the distance to the destination 
through that neighbor is the Smallest attainable distance to 
the destination through any neighbor, and (2) the distance to 
each intermediate hop in the path from the IR to the 
destination through neighbor n is the Smallest attainable 
distance to that destination through any neighbor. 
0085 To determine the second condition above, the IR 
traverses the implicit path reported by its neighbor through 
the predecessor information. If a given intermediate hop 
along the path to a destination Satisfies the Second condition 
for loop freedom, the IR then checks if the same condition 
is true for the predecessor Specified for that destination by its 
neighbor n. Hence, the IR carries out a path traversal from 
the destination back to itself to ensure that its neighbor n 
provides the shortest path to the destination and every 
intermediate hop in the path to the destination. The path 
traversal tag is used to limit the processing required for an 
IR to accomplish this path traversal. More specifically, the 
tag allows the IR to Stop the path traversal as Soon as it 
reaches an intermediate hop that has a tag value equal to 
correct, which indicates that the path from itself to that hop 
through the same neighbor has been checked Successfully 
before, or a value equal to error, which indicates that a loop 
has already been discovered along the proposed path to the 
destination. 

0086) VII. Processing Search Queries 
0087 Search queries are flooded throughout the ad-hoc 
internet on a best-effort basis in order for an IR to find a 
destination that is not known by all IRs of the ad-hoc 
internet. Because IRS need not keep a routing-table entry for 
every possible Source of a Search query, IRS cannot decide 
when to forward a query based on their shortest paths to the 
origins of the queries. Accordingly, IRS relaying queries 
should maintain a cache of the Search queries that they have 
forwarded recently. The minimum information a relay IR 
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requires to discard copies of the Same query arriving from 
multiple neighbors then becomes the address of the origin of 
the query and the Sequence number assigned by the origin to 
the query. 
0088. When an IR receives a search query, it first deter 
mines if the query is IR-level or host-level, and whether it 
has already processed the query by consulting its query 
cache. In the case of an IR-level query that is new, the IR 
either forwards the query if it does not know the route to the 
MAC or IP address specified in the query, or replies to the 
query if it has a current path to the destination. 
0089. In the case of a host-level query that is new, the IR 
replies to the query if it can provide a path and an address 
mapping for the destination. If the IR does not have the 
information, it first sends an ARP request locally (e.g., 
across a local LAN such as LAN 26 in FIG. 1) and replies 
to the query if it obtains a positive response from an attached 
host; otherwise, the IR forwards the query to other IRs, if it 
has any other neighbors. 
0090 When an IR forwards a search query, it adds a path 
entry for itself to the forward path information contained in 
the query. This path entry includes: the IP or MAC address 
of the IR; its predecessor, which consists of the IP or MAC 
address of the IR from which the query was received; the 
distance from the origin of the query to the IR; and the 
dissemination-type flag for the IR forwarding the query. The 
IR computes the distance from the origin of the query to 
itself by adding the cost of the incident link from its 
neighbor to the distance reported in the forward path of the 
query for the neighbor that forwarded the query. 
0.091 When an IR knows a path to the destination 
requested in a Search query, it sends a reply to it specifying 
the complete path from the origin of the query to the 
destination. This path is simply the concatenation of the 
forward path Specified in the query being answered and the 
path from the IR answering the query to the intended 
destination. 

0092. To permit search queries to be IR-level or host 
level in a way that is completely transparent to the hosts of 
an ad-hoc internet, one embodiment of the AIR protocol 
treats new ARP requests as IR-level queries and retransmit 
ted ARP requests as host-level queries, and uses a counter to 
limit the number of host-level queries sent for the same IP 
address during a time interval of a few Seconds. In addition 
to consuming bandwidth, Sending too many host-level 
requests would impact the hosts of an ad-hoc internet 
negatively after network partitions and/or IR or host failures. 
0093. When a host sends a new ARP request to its 
attached IR, the IR originates an IR-level query and keeps a 
copy of the query in a query-Sent table for a query-timeout 
interval. As shown in FIG. 10, an entry in the query-sent 
table includes the IP address of the intended destination, a 
query-type flag Stating whether the entry corresponds to an 
IR- or host-level query, and a counter. The query-timeout 
interval is long enough for replies to the query to come back 
to the originating IR if there are other IRS with a path and 
address mapping to the requested destination, but is Smaller 
than the ARP request timeout at the requesting host. 
0094. If the query-timeout expires for an entry in the 
query-Sent table, the IR increments the counter of the entry 
in its query-Sent table, retransmits the IR-level query, and 
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restarts its query-timeout timer. If no reply is received to the 
retransmitted JR-level query, the IR changes the value of the 
query-type flag (e.g., to one) to reflect the fact that the next 
retransmission of the query must be a host-level query. The 
query-timeout is set to equal an ARP request timeout to 
allow the attached host to retransmit its ARP request. The IR 
does not retransmit a Search query for the same address 
unless it receives an ARP request from its attached host. If 
the IR receives an ARP request for an IP address whose entry 
in the query-Sent table has a query-type flag Set to one, the 
IR sends a host-level query, increments the counter for the 
entry, and Starts a query-timeout timer with a value long 
enough for the remote host to reply to the query. 
0095. An entry remains in the query-sent table of an IR 
for a long timeout period that should be larger than the ARP 
request timeout at the attached hosts, So that the attached 
host can retransmit an ARP request if necessary. In one 
embodiment of AIR, a host-level query is retransmitted only 
twice, after which an IR simply drops ARP requests from an 
attached host. This limits the traffic due to flooding of search 
queries over the ad-hoc internet due to ARP requests and 
also limits the number of remote ARP requests reaching the 
hosts. 

0096) VIII. Processing Replies to Search Queries 
0097 Replies specify complete paths from origins of 
queries to destinations, because relay IRS do not maintain an 
accurate account of the queries that they have forwarded; the 
cache maintained at each IR is only meant to reduce the 
possibility of an IR forwarding the same query multiple 
times. Accordingly, an IR must decide how to process a 
reply it receives from a neighbor based entirely on the 
information contained in the reply and not the contents of the 
cache it keeps for queries. More specifically, an IR receiving 
a reply for a query forwards the reply towards the origin of 
the query if it is listed in the forward path from the origin to 
the destination Specified in the reply. 
0098. In addition to forwarding replies to the proper IRS 
when applicable, IRS also use replies to update their routing 
tables. An IR receiving a reply treats each path entry with the 
dissemination-type flag Set in the path Specified in the reply 
as an unreliable update entry. More precisely, if a path entry 
in a reply refers to a well-known destination, the IR updates 
its distance and routing tables as if the entry were an update 
entry, prepares its own routing-table update if needed, but 
does not send an acknowledgment. In addition, an IR treats 
each path entry with the dissemination-type flag reset as a 
temporal routing-table entry. The IR adds the routing infor 
mation to its routing table, and keeps the information for a 
period of time. 
0099. As the replies from IRS travel back to the origin of 
the query, the originating IR Starts obtaining one or more 
paths to the intended destination. In one embodiment of 
AIR, the IR originating a Search query does not keep any 
State regarding the Search queries that are still pending 
replies. The Sequence number assigned to a Search query is 
used only to limit the number of replicas of the same query 
that relay IRS forward. This design assumes that the hosts 
attached to the IRS will be the ones requesting the transmis 
Sion of more queries if they do not obtain any reply from 
their attached IRS after a timeout. In practice, the timeouts 
used in hosts are much longer than the time needed for 
queries and their replies to traverse an ad-hoc internet. 
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0100. An IR originating a search query may receive as 
many replies as there are IRS in the ad-hoc internet that 
know about the destination and are reached by the query 
through paths of IRS that do not know about the destination. 
In one embodiment of AIR, IRS maintain routing-table 
entries for either well-known destinations that every IR must 
know, or on-demand destinations that IRS know only tem 
porarily through the replies to queries for those destinations. 
Therefore, it is anticipated that the most replies an originat 
ing IR will receive equals the number of neighbor IRS that 
a destination IR has, if the destination is an IR or a network, 
or as many replies as IRS are attached to a host, if the 
destination is a specific host. In most cases, on-demand 
routing will serve host-specific routes. When an IR that 
originated a Search query receives the first reply to the query, 
it should erase the entry for the query in its query Sent table. 

0101 IRS maintain on-demand routing information for a 
finite period of time, and add routing-table entries to their 
routing tables with information they receive in replies to 
Search queries, without notifying their neighbors of Such 
changes to their routing tables. An IR keeps a routing-table 
entry with a Zero value of the dissemination-type flag for a 
finite time period equal to a maximum entry age, which in 
one embodiment may be set to approximately 3 minutes or 
another appropriate time. The IR may reset the age of the 
entry (e.g., by updating an associated age field, which may 
be part of each routing table entry as shown in FIG. 3) each 
time it forwards a packet for the destination or receives a 
new reply with information about the destination. 

0102) IX. Reliable and Unreliable Distribution of Rout 
ing Information 
0103) The reliable transmission of update messages is 
implemented by multicasting update messages, and then 
acknowledging these with messages carrying both updates 
and acknowledgments to one or more other update mes 
SageS. 

0104. After receiving an update message free of errors, a 
node is required to acknowledge it. An update message may 
be retransmitted if acknowledgments are missing after a 
finite timeout equal to the update interval. An IR keeps track 
of which neighbor IRS have not acknowledged an update 
message by means of its MRL. Each retransmission of an 
update message may specify the Subset of neighbors that 
need to acknowledge the message. 

0105. In some cases, the information contained in an 
update message may be obviated by a Subsequent update 
message. In one embodiment of AIR, old update messages 
are therefore discarded, and all the up-to-date path informa 
tion contained in the old update messages are included in the 
new update message, together with the new information the 
new update message must convey to all neighbor IRS. In 
other Schemes, the new update message may include infor 
mation regarding which portions of old update message to 
discard, etc. An IR may receive an acknowledgment to an 
update message that has been replaced by a more recent 
update message; in Such a case, the IR simply ignores the 
information in the acknowledgment. 
0106. In contrast to the way in which update messages 
are exchanged, in one embodiment of AIR Search queries 
and their replies are sent unreliably among IRS. The IRS 
originating Search queries retransmit Such queries only once, 
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and it is up to the hosts to persist in finding destinations for 
which there are no routing table entries at each IR. AS noted 
above, however, AIR preferably limits the number of search 
queries allowed over the ad-hoc internet for a given remote 
destination. 

0107 X. Simple Network Configuration Through AIR 
0108. With traditional Internet routing protocols, a router 
has to be configured with the IP addresses and masks of the 
attached LANS, as well as its own address and mask. 
Further, hosts attached to routers through a Serial link or a 
LAN have to be configured with their IP address and mask 
and the IP addresses of their default routers. This amount of 
configuration information is required in existing Internet 
routing Solutions because Internet routing protocols require 
IP addresses to accomplish routing. Therefore, Internet 
routers cannot start forwarding data to destinations until they 
are assigned their proper IP addresses and they can only Send 
data towards IP destinations; which means that hosts must be 
properly configured with IP addresses before routers can 
Start forwarding data to them. 
0109 AIR simplifies the configuration of hosts and IRS in 
the ad-hoc internet because it permits IRS to use both MAC 
and IP addresses to establish paths to destinations. AIR thus 
enables the implementation of a simple Dynamic IR Con 
figuration Protocol (DICP) and permits IRS to start forward 
ing data for hosts immediately after they are turned on. 

0110. As mentioned above, in the ad-hoc internet each IR 
registers with an AirHead, i.e., an IR that interconnects the 
ad-hoc internet to the rest of the Internet, Such as IR 16a in 
FIG. 1. An AirHead is configured with an IP address, LAN 
Sub-networks for attached LANs, and a default router 
address for the wired Segment to which it attaches to 
interconnect to the rest of the Internet. The AirHead then 
receives an IP Sub-network for the ad-hoc internet it serves. 

0111 The AirHead (e.g., IR 16a) may use a standard 
Internet routing protocol (e.g., RIP or OSPF) over the wired 
LAN (e.g., LAN 20) connecting to its default router (e.g., 
router 18) to advertise its sub-network (e.g., 12a and/or 12b) 
to the default router. The AirHead is the only IR that needs 
to be configured in this traditional approach, because it is the 
only IR that must use Standard Internet routing mechanisms 
to interconnect to the rest of the Internet. 

0112 Other IRs (e.g., 16c) may obtain an IP address and 
domain name from their associated AirHead (e.g., 16a), and 
may serve DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) 
packets from attached hosts (e.g., 22a and/or 22b). The 
DICP provides mutual authentication between new IRS and 
AirHeads, which can be accomplished by a packet-limited 
dialogue between the IR and AirHead to exchange certifi 
cates and public keys, and authenticate identities. To Save 
address Space or permit installation before a global IP 
network assignment is obtained, AirHeads can use a private 
IP address space to assign IP addresses to IRS and hosts. 
This, of course, makes the hosts and IRS in the ad-hoc 
internet invisible to the rest of the Internet; accordingly, the 
AirHead must provide the translation of private IP addresses 
to the IP address space allocated to the ad-hoc internet it 
Serves. Importantly, however, the operation of AIR does not 
change with the type of IP addresses (public or private) used 
in an ad-hoc internet. With the services provided by Air 
Heads and the DICP, and given that AIR uses both MAC and 
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IP addresses for routing, IRS can Start operating after they 
are turned on. Immediately after Startup, the IRS can Start 
Sending Search queries in response to ARP requests. 
0113) XI. AIR Routing Metrics 
0114 AS indicated above, most network routing proto 
cols operate on “metrics' to determine the best path or paths 
for data traffic to take between Source and destination nodes. 
These metrics are most often “link-state' metrics, which 
give an indication of the desirability (or inversely, the 
“cost”) of routing traffic over a particular link. The simplest 
link metric is to give each link a cost of “1”, which will cause 
the routing algorithm to choose paths that take the shortest 
number of links (or “hops”). Another common link metric is 
the delay across the link, averaged over Some recent history 
and typically including both queuing and transmission delay. 
This will result in the routing algorithm choosing paths of 
minimum delay. LeSS common is the use of “node-State' 
metrics, which gives an indication of the cost to route 
packets through a particular node. To effectively route traffic 
in the Self-configuring, multi-hop wireleSS network environ 
ment of an ad-hoc network, the AIR protocol combines 
traditional link-state metrics with new types of both link 
and node-State metrics. Of course, these routing metricS may 
find use in other types of networks as well. 
0115 The link-state metrics used by AIR include 
LinkNetImpact, LinkEnergy and LinkQuality, each of which 
is described in detail below. 

0116 LinkNetImpact is a metric that provides the cost in 
interference over time to an IR’s neighbors per data bit and 
may be measured in, 

(normalized-number-of-nonintended-receiving 
nodes) (secs per bit). 

0117 The normalized number of nonintended nodes 
gives an indication of the number of other nodes in the 
network, other than the intended receiver-node(s) for this 
link, which would be interfered with by a transmission over 
this link. For example, in the ad-hoc network 10 shown in 
FIG. 1, when IR 16e transmits over a path including link 24c 
to reach Internet 14 through IRS 16d, 16c and 16a, that 
transmission may have the unintended effect of interfering 
with receptions by IR 16f (and potentially other transmis 
sions and receptions by IRS in the sub-network 12b). 
0118 Because some nodes may be closer to the trans 
mitter than others, this “normalized” number of neighbors 
may be computed in a number of ways. For example, (1) by 
including only those nonintended nodes that would receive 
the transmission at an RF power above a certain threshold 
power level; (2) by Summing the interference levels of all 
nonintended nodes with the interference level at each node 
equal to the received RF power level of transmissions over 
this link by each of these nodes; or (3) a combination of 
methods (1) and (2). 
0119) To estimate the LinkNetImpact for use of a par 
ticular link, nodes may tag each (or Selected) transmissions 
with the RF transmit-power used for that transmission. Any 
individual node may then measure the received signal 
Strength of tagged transmissions made by its nearby nodes, 
and compute the difference between the transmit power 
(tagged in the packet) and the received signal strength. This 
difference will estimate (depending on measurement accu 
racy) the RF path-loss from the transmitting node. Periodi 
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cally then (depending on rate of node mobility or other 
environmental dynamics), the node may relay the computed 
RF path-loss from each of its nearby nodes back to its 
neighbors. Given the path-loSS to each of its nearby nodes, 
and given the transmitted power and link-date-rate (bits per 
Sec) used for a link to a particular neighbor node, the 
transmitting node can compute the LinkNetImpact for use of 
this link. 

0120 Note that transmit power and link-date-rate, used 
for a node's different links, may vary from link to link. These 
will, in general, be set by link management protocols 
according to the data-rate and transmit power that give 
reasonably reliable use of that link. In fact, the link manager 
may provide the routing algorithm (e.g., AIR) with multiple 
choices of links to the same neighbor that tradeoff lower 
transmit power (with lower LinkNetImpact) for LinkQuality 
for instance. 

0121 LinkNetImpact differs from prior schemes (e.g., 
Jim Stevens, Rockwell; Michael Pursley, Univ. of Illinois) 
where network “interference” was used as a link metric for 
routing algorithms, in that a measure of the link utilization 
(e.g., in Secs per bit) was not included in Such Schemes. 
0122) LinkEnergy is a metric that provides the node 
energy consumed per data bit for transmissions over a 
Selected link and its use recognizes that for mobile, portable, 
or unattended wireleSS nodes that may be Solar- or battery 
powered, the power used for transmissions over each link 
can be a significant consideration. The units for this metric 
C 

Energy (in Joules or Watts*secs)/bit. 
0123 This metric may include all additional power not 
normally consumed for the node in its quiescent state (when 
not actively transmitting). This will include the power to 
transmit over the Selected link, adjusting for the RF transmit 
power Setting used for the link, and may or may not include 
the power required to put the node in an active state (if 
necessary). Given Such a link metric, the routing algorithm 
can choose paths that minimize the total energy per bit 
communicated through the network, or may use this metric 
in combination with others to achieve a combined routing 
optimization. 
0.124. In the past (e.g., Theresa Meng, Stanford), algo 
rithms for minimum energy routing have been introduced 
but Such Schemes did not consider the Speed of the linkS 
(which may be adaptive or Selectable). 
0.125 LinkQuality is a metric that provides a combined 
indication of the desirability of a link in terms of other basic 
metrics such as LinkReliability, LinkMaxTransmission Unit 
(LinkMTU) size, LinkEnergy, and LinkRcvSignalStrength. 
Although many of these basic metrics may be used else 
where as Sole determining metric criteria, the combination 
and the way that the metric is used in AIR is unique. Such 
a metric may be passed as part of a routing table update 
message (e.g., as part of the distance information described 
above). Thus, the metric may be used for routing decisions. 
The metric may also be used in determining whether to add 
a node as a neighbor at all, e.g., depending upon whether the 
corresponding link exhibits a better LinkQuality than an 
existing path to the target node. 
0.126 In the self-configuring, multi-hop wireless environ 
ments common to ad-hoc networks, links to neighbors must 
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be automatically selected by the nodes. This is in stark 
contrast to typical routing algorithms where the links to 
neighbor nodes are fixed, or in cellular wireleSS networks 
and conventional wireless LANs where selection of links is 
drastically simplified by the limitation that each mobile 
System is limited to one or more links with pre-determined 
“base-station' nodes. 

0127. There are a number of reasons why it may desirable 
to limit the list of actively used links to neighbor nodes. Each 
active link used by a node consumes memory resources 
within that node for Such purposes as packet queues and 
maintaining link Statistics. Each active link used by a node 
often requires additional fields in control packets in the 
MAC, Link, and/or Routing protocols, translating to addi 
tional network overhead traffic. In addition, by limiting a 
node's active links to only the closest nearby nodes, overall 
network efficiency is often increased due to the fewer 
number of nodes interfered with by transmissions (see 
LinkNetImpact metric above). 
0128. In AIR, a LinkQuality metric may be computed for 
each link being used by a node, based on Some combination 
of traditional metrics (See above for Some examples; in other 
cases, combinations of LinkNetImpact and/or LinkEnergy 
together and/or with the reliability of the link may be used 
as well). This metric may then communicated throughout the 
network as part of AIR's update packets. An important 
aspect of the use of this metric is making the decisions on 
which links to keep. Specifically, in making a decision on 
whether or not to add or delete a particular candidate link to 
a neighbor from its actively used neighbor links, a node 
will: 

0.129 examine the node's local routing information 
to determine whether alternate paths exist to the 
neighbor, using a sequence of one or more other links 
through the network, 

0.130 compute the LinkQuality of the candidate link 
(using probing or other methods to compute the basic 
metrics required for the LinkQuality metric), and 

0131 if no alternate path exists to this neighbor 
node, accept the candidate link into this node's list of 
active linkS. 

0132) If one or more alternate path(s) do exist to the 
neighbor node, then compare the LinkQualities of the links 
along each of the alternate path(s) with the LinkQuality of 
the candidate link. If the LinkQuality of the candidate link 
compares favorably with the links on the alternate path(s), 
then accept the candidate link. 
0133. In alternative situations, after examining the local 
routing information and performing any comparisons, if the 
LinkQuality is determined to be above a defined threshold 
value, then the candidate link may be accepted. 
0134) Depending on the metrics used to compute the 
LinkQuality, favorable comparison may mean that the can 
didate link's LinkQuality is equal to or better than the link 
with the worst LinkQuality along the alternate path. Alter 
natively, favorable results may mean that the candidate 
link's LinkQuality is equal to or better than Some other 
PathCuality function of the links along the alternate path. 
For example, if LinkQuality was simply equal to the prob 
ability of Success for each packet transmitted over the link, 
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then the following PathCuality function may be appropriate 
to use for comparison purposes: 

Path9uality=TILinkQuality(i) 

0135) where LinkQuality(i) is the LinkQuality over the i' 
link along the alternate path. Thus, the function computes 
the probability that a packet with one transmission attempt 
over each link on the alternate path will Successfully reach 
the destination (neighbor node). 
0.136 If the number of active neighbor links for each 
node is limited, then steps 3, 4, and 5 above, can be modified 
to add a new candidate link and reject an existing link (if 
necessary to meet the limitation on the number active links 
to neighbors). This may be achieved by comparing the 
LinkQuality and alternate path(s) of the new link with the 
LinkQualities, and alternate paths(s) of the existing links. 
For example, each existing link's LinkQuality can be 
increased (or weighted) by Some value (to favor existing 
links), and then these can be compared with the LinkQuality 
of the candidate link. The link with the worst LinkQuality 
value (as weighted, if appropriate) may be deleted (or simply 
not accepted in the case of the candidate link). Excluding 
existing links that have no alternate path, or only poor 
alternate paths (e.g., as measured according to the PathCual 
ity function discussed above) can further extend this 
method. 

0137 In prior schemes (e.g., Beyer, Shacham; BBN), 
algorithms for Selecting neighbor links were presented 
which limit the number of active links for each node. 
However, these Schemes did not make use of link-state 
information available from a link-state routing protocol Such 
as AIR. 

0138 Node-state metrics that may be used by AIR (e.g., 
as part of routing table update messages) include NodePow 
erType, NodePowerState and Node AnchorFlag. These mea 
Sures are discussed in turn. 

0.139 NodePowerType is a metric that indicates the type 
of power available to a node. For example, values may 
include Unlimited-Power, Battery-Power (with the power 
capacity of the battery as an optional argument), and/or 
Solar-Power. This metric can be included in the update 
packets of the routing protocol and used by the routing 
algorithm to Steer packets towards power-capable nodes 
when allowed by network or traffic stream performance 
goals. 

0140 NodePowerState indicates the current state (e.g., 
“up”, “standby”, “down”) and/or power schedule of a node 
(i.e., the power-conservation state of a node). For example, 
values may include Powered-Up, Powered-Standby, and 
Powered-Down. This metric may be included in the update 
packets of the routing protocol and used by the routing 
algorithm to Steer packets towards nodes that are in more 
active states. This allows packets to follow paths of lower 
delays (because nodes that are in relatively inactive States 
are typically Sensing the channel leSS often, and thus, 
forwarding through these nodes will take longer). Further, 
the Scheme allows nodes that are powered-down to remain 
in that State rather than waking them up to forward packets. 
0141 Node AnchorFlag is a metric that may be used to 
assist the user with network installation and/or maintenance. 
In a Self-configuring, multi-hop network, a node's connec 
tivity with the rest of the network cannot be determined 
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Simply by deciding whether it has links with one or more 
nodes (as is the case for cellular or wireless LAN networks, 
where each node is required to have a direct link with a 
“base-station” node). Therefore, AIR includes this metric, 
which indicates whether or not a node has been selected by 
the user to Serve as an "anchor for the network. By passing 
the state of this metric to the other nodes in the network, 
each node is able to provide an indication to the user as to 
whether or not it has a path (possibly over multiple hops) to 
one or more network anchors. For instance, this State may be 
displayed on an LED or other display, indicating whether or 
not a node is currently "anchored,” thus facilitating network 
installation. 

0142. Thus, if a single anchor node is selected by the 
user, then as long as each other node has a path (over one or 
more hops) to the anchor node (i.e., each network node is 
anchored), the user can be Sure that each node also has 
connectivity with every other node in the network. Also, by 
designating the node(s) with connectivity to the Internet as 
the network anchor(s), then all anchored nodes will also 
have connectivity to the Internet. An anchor then may be 
thought of a node that has or provides connectivity to a 
Server or a Service for the computer network or a node that 
monitors connectivity, e.g., to the Internet or Some other 
resource, for the computer network. 
0143. Thus a unified routing scheme for ad-hoc internet 
working has been described. Although the foregoing 
description and accompanying figures discuss and illustrate 
Specific embodiments, it should be appreciated that the 
present invention is to be measured only in terms of the 
claims that follow. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for determining a cost metric for routing 

between a plurality of nodes of a computer network, the 
method comprising: 

determining a cost metric comprising interference over 
time per data bit to each of at least one neighbor node 
of a first node of the plurality of nodes, for a commu 
nication link used by the first node. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the interference over 
time per data bit is determined as a normalized number of 
non-intended receiving nodes multiplied by Seconds per bit. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the normalized number 
of non-intended receiving nodes is determined by determin 
ing a number of nodes that would receive a transmission at 
an RF power greater than a threshold power level. 

4. The method of claim 2, wherein the normalized number 
of non-intended receiving nodes is determined by Summing 
the received RF power level of transmissions on the com 
munications link at each of the at least one neighbor node. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of determining 
a cost metric comprises: 

transmitting at an RF transmit power level from said first 
node to each of the at least one neighbor node on the 
communication link, 

determining the RF path loss by comparing the RF 
transmit power level to a received Signal Strength level 
at each of the at least one neighbor node, and 
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determining a cost metric for the communication link 
using the RF path loSS at each of the at least one 
neighbor node and a data rate of the communication 
link. 

6. A method for determining a cost metric for routing 
between a plurality of nodes of a computer network, the 
method comprising: 

determining a cost metric comprising node energy con 
Sumed per data bit for transmissions over a communi 
cation link used by a first node of the plurality of nodes. 

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the step of determining 
comprises determining a cost metric comprising a node 
energy including all additional power not consumed by the 
first node in its quiescent State. 

8. The method of claim 6, wherein the step of determining 
comprises determining a cost metric comprising a node 
energy including power required to put the first node in an 
active State. 

9. A method for determining a cost metric for routing 
between a plurality of nodes of a computer network, the 
method comprising: 

determining a cost metric comprising a type of power 
consumed for transmission by a first node of the 
plurality of nodes over a communications link used by 
the first node. 

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the type of power 
consumed includes battery power. 

11. The method of claim 9, wherein the type of power 
consumed includes Solar power. 

12. A node capable of operation in a computer network 
comprising a plurality of other nodes, wherein the node 
determines a cost metric for routing, the cost metric com 
prising interference over time per data pit to at least one of 
the plurality of other nodes for a communications link used 
by the node. 

13. The node of claim 12, wherein the interference over 
time per data bit is determined as a normalized number of 
non-9ntended receiving nodes of the plurality of other nodes 
multiplied by Seconds per bit. 

14. The node of claim 13, wherein the normalized number 
of non-intended receiving nodes is determined by determin 
ing a number of nodes that would receive a transmission at 
an RF power greater than a threshold power level. 

15. The node of claim 13, wherein the normalized number 
of non-intended receiving nodes is determined by Summing 
the received RF power level of transmissions on the com 
munications link at each of the at least on of the plurality of 
other nodes. 

16. The node of claim 12, wherein the node determines 
the cost metric by transmitting at an RF power level from the 
node to each of the plurality of other nodes on the commu 
nication link, determining the RF path loSS by comparing the 
Strength level at leach of the plurality of other nodes, and 
determining the cost metric for the communication link 
using the RF path loss at each of the plurality of other nodes 
and a data rate of the communication link. 

17. A node capable of operation in a network comprising 
a plurality of other nodes, wherein the node determines a 
cost metric for routing, the cost metric comprising node 
energy consumed per data bit for transmissions over a 
communications link used by the node. 
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18. The node of claim 17, wherein the cost metric 
comprises a node energy including all additional power not 
consumed by the node in its quiescent State. 

19. The node of claim 17, wherein the cost metric 
comprises a node energy including power required to put the 
node in an active State. 

20. An apparatus for determining a cost metric for routing 
in a network comprising a plurality of nodes, wherein the 
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cost metric comprises a type of power consumed for trans 
mission by a Selected node of the plurality of nodes. 

21. The apparatus of claim 20, wherein the type of power 
consumed includes battery power. 

22. The apparatus of claim 20, wherein the type of power 
consumed includes Solar power. 

23. The apparatus of claim 20, wherein the type of power 
consumed includes unrestricted power. 

k k k k k 


